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[New Product Spotlight]

Monitor Audio Launches New Studio Loudspeakers

T

he Monitor Audio Studio Loudspeakers offer a sleek silhouette, unique design features, and technologies found in the company’s
flagship Platinum II series — all for a reasonable $1,799 for a pair. The Studio speaker is a high-end loudspeaker offering absolute
performance from a strikingly compact cabinet. The shape and configuration has been designed with the sole intention of delivering the
most faithful sound reproduction possible. The grille-less design ensures the speaker’s voice is clear and true and lets the drivers become
an eye-catching focal point. The two metallic-silver RDT II speaker cones deliver an optimum high-end performance that will delight audiophiles. The honeycomb tweeter cover adds a contemporary edge to the speaker’s form and the bespoke solid-metal logo at the cabinet’s
base gives a stylish design touch. Handcrafted and available in a sleek satin black, white or grey finish, the Studio is a stunning addition
to any room. To ensure a superlative performance an optional bespoke floor stand is available.
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Tech Fails to Avoid When Travelling
5 Great Tech Gadgets to Take on Your Next Vacation

by Stephanie Greenall

W

hile you might be tempted to
unplug on your next vacation,
I’ve got a couple of gadgets you won’t
want to leave behind. Plagued with
stress-induced headaches my last
trip could have been saved with just
a little bit of tech. To help you learn
from my mistakes I have outlined
travel essentials that will help you
avoid any vacation fails.

Seaview 180 Full Face Snorkel Mask

and pray to the travel gods that you
will one day see your bag again. If the
very thought of misplaced baggage
sends your stomach into somersaults,
I would like to introduce you to
Bluesmart, the world’s first smart

luggage ($395+ US). Developed by
frequent flyers, the smart luggage
system consists of a series of
suitcases with the modern traveler in
mind. With GPS+3G location tracking,
you can locate your bag anywhere

Luggage You Can’t Lose

Travel is stressful. There is no doubt
about that. From the arguments about
how early you should arrive before
your flight to the last minute sorting
of liquids, travel can induce a strange
sort of panic. But there is one moment
that can stop my heart and bring a
cold sweat to my palms, baggage
check-in. When you toss your bag on
top of the scale and hope you haven’t
reached the limit, you close your eyes
www.novo.press

Bluesmart smart luggage
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Bose QuietComfort 35
wireless headphones II
in the world. Built-in sensors
provide accurate weight data to the
companion app, and each suitcase
has the ability to charge a variety
of devices. Whether you’re stranded
at the airport in need of a charge or
having a nervous breakdown around
the luggage carousel, Bluesmart is
the answer to your travel woes.

Avoid Poolside Book
Embarrassment

When it comes to reading, there is
nothing better than the smell of the
paper and the sound that the pages
make when flipping through a book.
But that feeling can be short lived
when you’re on day three of your
vacation, and you’ve already finished
Block Out Screaming
your novel. If you’ve only brought
Babies
the one book, you are met with the
terrifying realization that you might
Packing a carry-on bag is an art.
have to explore the resort’s “library”
I’ve spent years perfecting the
-- and I use that term loosely. With
combination of gadgets, liquids, and
a depressing collection of romance
clothes to get me through a long
novels that feature the usual
flight. For my audio needs, I typically
distraught milkmaid in the arms of an
opt for a set of earbuds and a pair of
over-the-ear headphones. On my last
trip, I was seated next to what I can
only assume was a possessed child.
The blood-curdling screams started
before the landing gear had retracted
and continued while we waited for
our luggage. It was on this flight I
began to understand the importance
of noise-canceling headphones. For
my daily commute, I cannot say
enough about Apple’s AirPods, but
if there is a screeching two-yearold hell-bent on polluting the air
with spine piercing wails, I would
highly suggest investing in a pair
of Bose QuietComfort 35 wireless
headphones II ($349 US). With 20
hours of battery life and plush ear
cushions made from a synthetic
protein leather, you will be able to
enjoy your in-flight entertainment and
land with your sanity intact.
10 NOVO

overly buff stable boy, you are left with
only one choice -- unless you’re all for
the fantasy farmer -- download a book
to your phone. In an attempt to fight
the glare from the screen, you engage
in a combination of towel forts and
strategically placed palm tree leaves,
but in the end, all efforts are futile. In
anticipation of your ability to speed
read, packing an e-reader could save
you from the blinding glare of your
mobile’s screen. The latest edition of
the Kindle family is the Oasis ($249
US). Featuring a 7-inch, 300 ppi
display, an ergonomic design ideal for
one-handed reading, and an adaptive
front light that automatically adjusts
the brightness, the Kindle Oasis is
the perfect poolside companion. Oh,
and did I mention it’s waterproof?
Drink Cocktails Not Ocean
Water

What’s an island vacation without
snorkeling? Well, I thought it was still
an island vacation, but apparently, I
was wrong. The last time I went on
vacation, I had planned to park myself
on the beach and absorb as many
rays and pina coladas as possible.
But it turned out that I was the only
one in my group of friends with this
approach to relaxing. Torn from my
lounger -- and the cocktail of the
day -- I was sent out for an aquatic

Kindle Oasis
www.novo.press
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REVA Series

pcX Specializes in CLOSE-OUT (New), DEMO and B-STOCK Premium HIGH-END Gear – All with Warranty !

The Silver Series advanced the art of mid-market
speaker development with an assortment of
models and cutting edge technologies.

Original British designed, high quality Hi-Fi and
Home Cinema, Wireless Speakers and Network
Players, for people who really listen to music.

Reva is the latest range of Audiophile speakers
from Wharfedale - the most famous name in British
loudspeakers.

pcX acquired all remaining distributor stock for
the Silver 1 Bookshelf, Silver 6 & 10 Floorstanders,
Silver Center, Silver FX Surrounds and Silver W12
:\I^VVMLY¶PUVMWVZZPISLÄUPZOLZ!>HSU\[
Black Oak, Rosenut, White Gloss or Black Gloss.

pcX carries a wide assortment of Cambridge
Audio Products – both NEW-in-BOX Discontinued
Models (like the Azur 551R and 651R AV Receivers)
at up to  6Ɉ Retail or “distributor
refurbished” Current Models listed below Rwetail
at very attractive prices.

pcX acquired all remaining distributor stock for
the Reva 1 Small Bookshelf (Piano Black, White or
Rosewood); Reva 2 Large Bookshelf (Piano Black
or White); Reva 3 Floorstander (Piano Black or
White); Reva 4 Large Floorstander (Piano Black,
White or Rosewood) and Reva Center (Piano
Black, White or Rosewood).

All Silver Series are BRAND NEW-in-BOX with the
Full 5 yr Manufacturer’s WarrantyHUKHYLVɈLYLK
at  6Ɉ the Original MSRP Retail List Price.

All Cambridge Audio products are NEW, or have
been Fully Inspected and Refurbished, and come
with the Full Manufacturer’s Warranty.

All Reva Series are BRAND NEW-in-BOX with the
Full Manufacturer’s WarrantyHUKHYLVɈLYLKH[
 6Ɉ the Original MSRP Retail List Price.

5403 Harvester Rd, Unit 1, Burlington, ON, Canada L7L 5J7
info@partsconnexion.com

1-866-681-9602
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adventure.
After a short boat ride around the
coast, I hurdled myself with the grace
and elegance of a newborn giraffe into
the tropical reef. Armed with flippers,
a mask, and a snorkel, I was ready for
my very first snorkeling experience.
Excited about the prospect of
exploring an underwater oasis, I took
a deep breath. Rather than inhaling
through the apparatus that was
firmly clenched between my teeth, I
opted to snort as much air through
my nostrils, effectively breaking the
seal and flooding my mask with half
the ocean.
It turns out I am not a natural born
snorkeler and that I might need a
little more assistance when it comes
to a submerged scenario. It wasn’t
till after my trip that I discovered the
Seaview 180 Full Face Snorkel ($69
US). This space-like mask provides
you with a 180 degree view, an antileak design, a GoPro camera mount,
and the ability to breathe through your
mouth. I will definitely be grabbing
one of these for my next tropical trip.

Seaview 180 Full Face Snorkel Mask

Revisit Island Life in 360

As mobile phones continue to
increase their camera quality, I find
my Canon DSLR takes the backseat
when traveling -- especially when
space is limited. It’s easier to pop my
iPhone in my purse than to lug around
a camera bag, tripods, and a couple
of extra lenses. However, there
comes a time when you really want
to capture a moment, and your mobile
phone just won’t cut it. For these
occasions, I have started to travel
with my 360 degree camera. With the
ability to upload photos and videos
to social media and experience them
on a head-mounted display, a 360
degree camera is the perfect way to
capture -- and re-live -- your vacation.
The Ricoh THETA V ($430 US) is
the company’s newest handheld
camera and shoots 4K/30p (3840 x
1920 resolution) spherical video. In
addition to improving the resolution,
Ricoh added a series of microphones
which create an immersive spatial
audio track. So the next time you are
looking to escape from a miserable
day at the office just lean back in your
chair, strap on your HMD, and revisit
12 NOVO

Ricoh THETA V 360 degree camera
your island memories -- without the
hangover!

vacation fails or travel tips, I would
love to hear them.

Learn from my mistakes, know
when to unplug and when to stay
connected! If you have any hilarious

Stephanie Greenall can be reached on
Twitter @SDGreenall and by email at
stephaniegreenall@gmail.com
www.novo.press

[Welcome to Canada]

THE FUTURE IS CARBON

R

ed Leaf Audio was recently selected as the
exclusive Canadian distributor for U.K. made
Wilson Benesch loudspeakers, turntables and audio racks. Founded in 1989 and based in Sheffield,
England, Wilson Benesch is a leading manufacturer of high performance, bespoke, high-tech audio
products.
Wilson Benesch pioneered the use of carbon fibre
composites in audio design and manufacturing.
Today, across the company’s product lines, expert
design can be seen to exploit geometric forms
and advanced materials technology to extract
maximum audio performance, delivering real
advantages to music listeners. The best example
of this is the use of carbon fibre composites
available in the company’s reference products. By
exploiting the high stiffness and energy damping
characteristics of carbon fibre composites Wilson
Benesch is able to claim an industry leading signalto-noise performance.
Red Leaf Audio invites consumers and dealers
to register for one of its “Music Evenings” events
to experience Wilson Benesch’s incomparable
performance for yourself. In the fall of 2018, Red
Leaf Audio will exhibit the Wilson Benesch line for
the first time in Canada at the TAVES Consumer
Electronics Show. For more info, check out www.
redleafaudiomarketing.ca

www.novo.press
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The Journey to Higher Quality Audio With Nordost Leif Cables
Following the Ideal Path to Upgrading Cables. Part 2 of 3: Interconnect Cables

by Suave Kajko

Y

ou may not spend much time thinking
about the cables behind your music system because they remind you of a snake pit
from an Indiana Jones movie. If you grab the
wrong cable it just might bite you. Or maybe
your thoughts are less imaginative and you
don’t think about the cable nest because
it’s out of sight, out of mind. What a lot of
novice music listeners don’t realize is just
how vital of a role cables play in the performance of an audio system. But the truth is
that if you ignore cables, you’re simply not
getting the best sound from your speakers
and electronics.
Welcome to part 2 of this 3-part series in
which I suggest how to extract the very best

16 NOVO

sound out of your existing sound system by
upgrading the stock cables, often included
with audio components, to the Nordost Leif
Blue Heaven series cables. I selected this
series because it delivers tangible benefits,
it is attractively priced, and offers excellent
value for your money. If you followed my
advice in the previous issue of NOVO, you
should now be basking in the joy of improved
sound from your existing system. Perhaps
you also took the time to clean up all the
dust bunnies behind your system - well done
if you did! If you haven’t followed my advice,
it’s not too late - you can read part 1 of this
series at http://novo.press/the-journeyto-higher-quality-audio-with-nordost-leif-

cables.
In part 1, I upgraded the stock OEM power
cords with the Blue Heaven power cords
and the results were significant. I was
rewarded with a lower noise floor; crisper,
extended high frequencies; and tighter, more
articulate bass frequencies. The soundstage
also improved by gaining a greater width and
depth. Combined, these benefits translated
into sound that was more musical and
allowed me to peer deeper into the music.
So why did I start by upgrading the power
cords? Because that’s where you’ll get the
best bang for your buck. When upgrading
cables, audio experts suggest following the
flow of the power / signal path. This means
www.novo.press

THE JOURNEY TO HIGHER QUALITY AUDIO
you would upgrade the power cords
first, then the interconnect cables
and finish off with the speaker
cables.
With the power cords upgraded, it
was time to move on to replacing
the interconnect cables.
To
refresh your memory, my test
setup included a: ModWright
Instruments LS 100 preamp and
KWA 100 amp; Jeff Rowland
Continuum S2 integrated amp;
Raidho C 1.1 speakers; Sonos
system; Bryston BDA-1 DAC; and
Gold Note Giglio turntable. While
I normally use higher-end Nordost
and Skogrand cables with these
components, the great thing about
using high-end audio gear with
Nordost Leif Blue Heaven RCA interconnects and XLR interconnects
entry-level cables is that the gear
is so transparent, it allowed me to
truly “hear” the performance of the
track “House of the Rising Sun” also decayed recordings benefitted from this improvement
cables.
at a slower pace, making it sound more the most.
As the next step in my upgrade path, I natural. The bass on all the tracks I listened
Whether you enjoy listening to the
tested the Blue Heaven RCA interconnects to also benefitted from better definition and screaming of Dave Grohl of the Foo Fighters
($374.99 US, 1 meter pair) between the improved coherency. These qualities made or the smoothness and sophistication of
DAC and my Jeff Rowland integrated amp, these recordings sound a few steps closer Frank Sinatra, integrating good quality cables
as well as the ModWright preamp. These to a live acoustic experience.
that match your components and speakers
interconnects can be purchased with either
XLR interconnect cables are the will ensure that your system will perform
unbalanced RCA or balanced XLR connectors. preferred choice of many musicians, music at its peak. If you love your music and have
Their construction employs four, 24 AWG, technicians, and audiophiles because they never upgraded the cables in your system,
silver-plated 99.9999% OFC solid core resist picking up errand interference. This is you should really give it a try. Your system
conductors which are wound in such a way particularly true over long cable runs. Will will sound only as good as the weakest link,
that eliminates the need for unnecessary XLR interconnects make your system sound which is often the sneak pit behind your
fillers or padding. Nordost uses high-grade better? The truth is that this depends on your audio stack. Many listeners take a step by
FEP insulation in these cables for its audio components and whether their internal step approach to upgrading, starting with
superior dielectric performance.
circuitry is full balanced and well designed. a single power cord or by upgrading all the
Trying the Blue Heaven RCA interconnects In some cases balanced XLR connections power cords at once, before replacing the
with my components resulted in another will sound better, in other cases unbalanced interconnects and speaker cables. I prefer
incremental improvement, over the upgrade RCA connections will sound better - the only this approach as well because it allows
that the Blue Heaven power cords brought way to know for sure is to try both types and you to get a true sense of the improvement
on board. The background became slightly judge for yourself. You could also look up each cable brings on board and also helps to
blacker, which in turn allowed the vocals your audio component online since reviews spread out the cost of upgrading over time.
and instruments to offer a better presence, will likely make comparisons between
The Nordost Leif Blue Heaven cables are
when listening to various acoustic tracks the performance of the balanced XLR and an excellent choice for listeners looking
from the “Sons of Anarchy” soundtrack. It unbalanced RCA outputs.
to push the performance of their existing
was as if a faint fog had dissipated from
The Blue Heaven XLR interconnects sport system to the limit. Offering a high ratio
in front of the music system, allowing the same materials and construction as the of performance versus value, these cables
a cleaner, more transparent sound to Blue Heaven RCA interconnects, the only are well priced and attainable to just about
immerse. The midrange, in particular the difference are the connectors. When I tried everyone that’s passionate about music. To
vocals on songs like “John The Revelator”, the Blue Heaven XLR interconnects ($374.99 learn more about Nordost cables, check out
“Son of a Preacher Man” and “Hey Hey My US, 1 meter pair) with my components, I www.nordost.com.
My” sounded more organic, resolved and observed a little more air and openness in the
Join me in the July/August 2018 issue
focused. Similarly, instruments sounded soundstage, which placed the instruments of NOVO as I move higher up the “sonic
crisper and more palpable, with a slightly and vocals even further apart from each ladder” by integrating a Blue Heaven USB
brighter presentation, which gave the sense other. The improvement was subtle, but interconnect cable and speaker cables
of increased resolution especially in the noticable. For someone who loves the three into my system. In the meantime, happy
higher frequencies. Thanks to the quieter dimensionality of well recorded music, this listening!
background, the echo of the vocals on the was a real treat. Orchestral and acoustic
18 NOVO
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The Art of Sound
with a French touch

www.triangle-fr.com
Art by Lisa Liu
www.lisaliuarts.com

Distributed in Canada by
Motet Distribution
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by Angus MacPherson, FutureWorld

R

ight now, a 15 year old robot is wandering around on the surface of Mars. Cars
are driving themselves. Warehouses are
buzzing robot hives. Robots in Singapore just
developed superhuman Ikea furniture assembly skills. These are not fantasies of the future. They are real. And it’s happening now.
FutureWorld is a Toronto event exploring
how machine learning, robotics, and AI
are transforming our world. Featuring
presentations and demos on the future of
robotics and AI from creators, researchers,
industrialists, and visionaries, it offers a
glimpse of what’s possible and what’s on
the horizon.

FutureWorld: designing the
robotic future

As robotic and AI products diffuse into our
lives, they’re changing how we work and
play, how we interact with technology, how
we live. The impacts are profound. News
feed algorithms have already transformed
our politics; just imagine how self driving
vehicles will change how we build cities.
The shape the changes will take - how
the systems will work and how humans
will relate to the machines of the future
- are questions of design. Communities
of hackers, researchers, engineers, and
artists around the world build robots and
20 NOVO

explore these questions. In June they’re
coming to Toronto for FutureWorld to share
their stories. These are just a few of the
speakers you’ll find at FutureWorld, which
runs on June 9th, 2018 at OCAD University
in Toronto, Ontario.

ingenuity. Bobak’s post has given him a
unique perspective on what it means to
design, build, deploy, and interact with
it. While the world watches. (That William
Shatner periodically drops by the office is a
nice perk.)

Bobak Ferdowsi and the robots
on Mars

Ryan Gariepy: mobile robots at
work

You may remember Bobak from such Back on Earth, Ryan Gariepy’s mobile robots
extraterrestrial events as 2012’s Martian are being put to work. With deep roots in
landing of the Mars Science Laboratory the wider robotics community, and having
(aka Curiosity). In his role as a NASA Jet made his bones building mobile platforms for
Propulsion Systems Engineer, he’s had an research with his companies, OTTO Motors
insider’s view and personal impact on the and Clearpath Robotics, he is a leader in
robot-mediated exploration of the solar the rise of ubiquitous autonomous mobile
robots. As CTO, Ryan drives the vision of
system. (And, yes, he is “Mohawk Guy”.)
Curiosity is a towering human achievement. filling warehouses and factories with helpful
It delivers stunning
pictures of Mars that
Bobak Ferdowsi
inspire people around
Systems Engineer, NASA
the world. But it is also
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
a very high value system
built on decade old
technology, operating
on a 10-20 minute
communications
delay in a very hostile
environment. It is a
robot that stretched
the limits of human
www.novo.press

FEATURE: FUTUREWORLD PREVIEW

FUTUREWORLD RUNS JUNE 9TH, 2018, 12PM-6PM AT OCAD UNIVERSITY, 100
MCCAUL ST., TORONTO, ONTARIO. SAVE 10% OFF ANY TICKET WITH DISCOUNT
CODE NOVO. TICKETS RANGE FROM $49-149.
self-driving platforms that interact with
people, allowing them to focus on higher
value tasks.
Given the obvious risks inherent in large
pieces of metal driving around on their own,
Ryan is keenly aware that, as a certain
web slinger teaches us, with great power
comes great responsibility. His team takes
advantage of state of the art technology to
bring systems out of the lab safely.
Sougwen Chung makes art
with robots

In the studio rather than the factory,
Sougwen Chung explores new forms of
human robot interaction, creating art in
collaboration with robot arms and machine
learning algorithms. Her system watches
her draw, creating neural network models of
her style and technique which a robot arm
imitates.
The loop of action and imitation turns into
an iterative duet between the human artist
and the machine. Drawing with robots in
this way, she creates hybrid human-robot
22 NOVO

artwork that hints at the ways robotics and
AI will expand and extend human potential.
It provokes some clear questions about
where the work of the human ends and the
robot begins. But, as these strange and
wonderful drawings make clear, human-robot
collaborations can become far more than the
sum of their parts.
We’ll also be welcoming Andra Keay,
managing director at Silicon Valley Robotics;
Lisa Winter a BattleBot robot builder, artist,
rapid prototyper, machinist, as well as
robotics engineer and PM at Huawei; Jared

Ficklin, the chief creative technologist at
argodesign; and Josh Bongard, the director
of the Morphology, Evolution & Cognition
Laboratory at the University of Vermont.
Robotics and AI are in the smart machines
around us. These are the people who are
designing them, and thinking about how
we’ll live with them. They’ll dig deep into
questions of
what robots are, what they are becoming,
and what they can be.
See full details at
www.futureworldevent.com

Andra Keay
Managing Director
Silicon Valley Robotics
www.novo.press

THIS IS
YOUR
MUSIC
R-N303
R-N602
R-N803

YOUR MUSIC. EVERYWHERE.
The R-N Series, part of the MusicCast family, employs a high-performance wireless network to deliver
music and audio to any room in your home. It can stream digital music content from your smartphone,
PC or Network Storage to other MusicCast devices. It can also share the music from external
devices such as a CD player or TV.
Each R-N reciever is equipped with coaxial and optical inputs to receive audio from your TV and Blu-ray player.
The audio stays in the digital domain for pure, dynamic sound from all your entertainment sources, including
sports, movies, concerts, and other programmes.
The comprehensive connectors on the R-N Series include special phono input terminals, letting you easily
connect a turntable to enjoy music from your vinyl record collection.
Visit ca.yamaha.com for more information.

Roon x QNAP

Professional Music Library
Management
Hybrid Music Library
Quick Play Function
Multizone Streaming

QNAP TS-1277
Great performance as Roon Core

Connecting with your cloud media center

User-friendly operation interface

Safeguard your data in advanced way

www.qnap.com

Meet the Maker
Italian Made Unison Research & Opera Loudspeakers

by Douglas Brown

T

he consumer audio industry around the
world is driven by remarkably passionate
and sometimes eccentric individuals. For
many of these individuals, audio is not just
their business, it is a lifelong hobby. Welcome to NOVO magazine’s “Meet the Maker”
series of stories that connect us with some
of these individuals as we ask what makes
them tick as music lovers and learn about
insights about their contributions to the audio business. In this issue, we speak with
Gianni Maria Sacchetti, the Founder of Unison Research.

www.novo.press

Gianni Maria Sacchetti, Founder, Unison Research
Douglas Brown (DB): What made you a
music lover and what motivated you to
start manufacturing audio equipment as
a business?
Gianni Maria Sacchetti (GMS): Music is
an art that involves all people, but not all
people appreciate and pursue this art with
the same levels of intensity. Education,
culture, sensitivity, and many other factors
determine this intensity.
I had a parent who was both a concert
pianist and a composer. This helped create a

profoundly deep passion for music within me.
A musician does not limit himself or herself
to having only executive or technical skills.
Creating hi-end audio equipment
that faithfully reproduces music and
that expresses my way of feeling and
appreciating music was the main reason for
creating a company of “musical reproduction
instruments”.
DB: How important do you think it is
for an audio company to be founded by
musicians and/or people who love music?
NOVO 25
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Bartolomeo Nasta, Export Manager, Unison Research and Opera Loudspeakers
(GMS): Companies that produce hi-end
audiophile devices are different from other
companies. Audiophiles seek to reproduce
live musical events as accurately as
possible through recorded mediums.
Accurately recreating any live musical
event — not only in terms of the timbre of
musical instruments, but also in a realistic
orchestral stage reconstruction — is what
we’re striving to achieve.
In order to reach this level of sonic
accuracy, audio companies need to have an
advanced engineering knowledge, as well
as a passionate musical knowledge and
sensitivity that musicians and music lovers
innately understand.
A hi-end audio company founded and run by
people who are musicians will undoubtedly
be better at achieving a natural, organic, and
believable sound.
DB: Do Unison and Opera share design
work, manufacturing processes, and/or
engineering knowledge?
(GMS): Opera and Unison are located within
the same building and our CEO is the same;
Mr Giovanni Nasta. Our brands have many
distributors worldwide and a number of our
employees are actively involved with both
www.novo.press

companies.
Opera and Unison have a strong and
close collaboration. Even during the design
process, we share a lot of information and
engineering knowledge.
DB: In terms of sales volume and
audiophile recognition, what are your
most successful products to date?
(GMS): Differences exist between our
brands, because the life cycles of the two
product categories — loudspeakers and
components — are completely different.
Opera re-designs its speakers every 5-7
years. For Unison’s products, the life cycle
is much longer. Some of Unison’s products
have been in production for more than 10
years and are still selling very well.
The most successful product in Unison’s
history was our Simply Two amplifier. During
its life cycle, we sold more than 30,000
units.
Regarding current gear, our most successful
tube products are the Simply Italy, the Triode
25, and the Sinfonia. From our Unico line, the
Unico Primo, Unico Secondo, and our Unico
CD Primo are our top selling pieces.
DB: Opera and Unison both manufacture

gear for hi-end audiophile consumers,
for mid-fi customers, and also for the
entry-level market. Is there a “trickledown” effect of higher-end technologies
filtering down to your mid-fi and entrylevel products?
(GMS): From our top range to our entry-level
gear, all of our customers will experience the
soul of Unison’s products. We feel it’s very
important to maintain a level of consistency
throughout the entire product line.
When we consider creating something
new, we always think of producing a line of
products which offer people better choices
and superior quality within every price range.
We usually start from the top of the line and
then engineer downward. With the Unison
Triode 25, however, we don’t have a product
on top or below with the same features. The
Triode 25 was designed from the ground up. It
has, in fact, been one of our most successful
products to date.
DB: Are there any special materials or
patented engineering processes which
Opera and Unison use that you’d like
audiophiles to know about?
(GMS): Decades of our continuous R&D work
NOVO 27
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The rise of robots,
artificial intelligence
and smart machines
June 9, 2018 • Toronto
Save 10% off your ticket with code ‘NOVO’

www.futureworldevent.com

presented by

MEET THE MAKER

Somebody has to test all the Unison Research electronics and Opera loudspeakers! Left: Mario Bon, Speaker Engineer;
Right: Bartolomeo Nasta, Export Manager
has resulted in Opera and Unison producing
products with very high quality standards.
We are constantly refining our circuit
designs, upgrading parts, and improving the
sound quality of all of our products.
Through decades of on-going effort, we’ve
gained a vast technical expertise that’s
both precious and exclusive. This wealth of
engineering knowledge and manufacturing
know-how is the real value included in every
one of Opera’s loudspeakers and Unison’s
components.
At trade shows, live product demonstrations,
and even in press releases, our technicians
always provide detailed technical information
for the gear being demonstrated. We believe
it’s important to allow audiophiles and music
lovers to understand how our equipment is
designed. For obvious reasons, we cannot
disclose too much about our patented
technologies. We do, however, try to provide
our customers with coherent answers to
their technical questions.
DB: What new products are you releasing
to the North American market?
(GMS): Unison Research is a brand focused
on two channel sound, but we’re also
developing new technologies for the growing
multi-channel market.
Next year we’ll be launching some new
products which we’re very excited about.
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We’re moving forward with cutting-edge
technologies and also creating new products
to expand our existing lines.
Although I cannot disclose too many
details at this time, for Unison, we will be
expanding our Max speakers (high efficiency
loudspeakers) line. We’ll also be introducing
a new tube amplifier which will reaffirm
Unison Research’s strong commitment to
vacuum tube gear.
We are even expanding our digital product
line with some interesting new products.
Regarding Opera loudspeakers, we’re
currently working on two different segments
which will soon be unveiled.
DB: What are your favourite genres of
music and what kinds of concerts do you
attend most: rock, classical, jazz, blues,
pop or other?
(GMS): I love going to concerts regardless
of what style of music is being played. The
charm of live events, to which is added the
emotion of listening to sounds and music
being created on a live stage, has always
made me love live music. My personal
taste is more directed towards classical
symphonic music, and the baroque and jazz
genres.
DB: How often do you attend live
performances to update your mental

reference of what live music sounds like?
(GMS): To me, attending live musical events
is very important. I try to be at live shows
as much as my schedule permits. Each and
every month I go to a couple of concerts of
different genres.
When I dedicate myself to the design and
sonic calibration of equipment, listening
to live music is my first point of reference.
Building gear that tangibly recreates the
feelings and emotions created by live musical
events is a fundamental objective. We try to
achieve this goal by making equipment that I
like to call “music reproduction tools.”
DB: Where do you see Unison Research
and Opera Loudspeakers as a company
(sales volume, staff size, product lines,
and market share by value) ten years
from now?
(GMS): We are constantly investing in
research to give our customers the best
audio experience they’ve ever had. Within
the next 10 years, I envision Opera and
Unison continuing to deliver the joy and
pleasure of listening to music to as many
people as possible. Music is an emotional
experience. We want to offer this experience
to all of our customers by listening to music
played through our products.
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Totem Acoustic In-Wall vs On-Wall Speakers
How Do You Want Your Sound To Look?
by Jason Zidle, Totem Acoustic

T

he combination of technological advancements and the burgeoning home renovation market has made custom installed
speakers both a good acoustic and cosmetically attractive option. They fall into two
main categories, in-wall and on wall, and
there are advantages to both.
Both come in a variety of sizes and
performance levels to cover every budget
and application, from simple ambient music
in small areas to powerful theater systems in
large zones. Both unclutter your home, free
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up floor or furniture space, and blend into the
decor. However, choosing specifically which
works best for you requires understanding
the intricacies beyond their basic cosmetic
differences.
In-wall and in-ceiling speakers are installed
directly into the drywall and fit flush, leaving
only a practically invisible perforated grille
to signify the speaker’s physical presence.
This is both their strongest pro and greatest
con because some people cringe at merely
putting a nail in the wall, let alone cutting

a shoebox sized hole into it, but it is the
stealthier of the two approaches.
Totem’s new Kin Architectural series of five
in-ceiling speakers and accessories can
satisfy any requirement or designer choice.
The IC62ST single piece stereo speaker is
perfect for smaller zones, while a pair of
the larger flagship IC82 8-inch speakers
are virtually as stealthy but can dynamically
energize even the largest room with sound.
All Kin models come with round grilles but
square grilles are available as an option to
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TOTEM ACOUSTIC IN-WALL VS ON-WALL SPEAKERS
match fixtures, HVAC accessories, and suit
personal tastes.
In-wall and in-ceiling speakers are generally
open back designs, meaning there is no
physical enclosure, which is a costly and
acoustically vital component of a traditional
speaker. Normally the cabinet tunes and
perfects a speaker’s bass performance
but an in-wall speaker uses the wall cavity
where it is installed as its enclosure and
final tuning element. Because the materials
and available space in walls and ceilings
are never consistent, there will be acoustic
differences in rooms using the same
speakers.
The open back design also means sound
can bleed through to neighboring rooms,
and materials in the walls and ceilings can
also potentially come into contact with the
speaker and degrade performance. Adding
Totem’s Acoustic Back Cans can reduce
sound from penetrating adjacent rooms by
24dB so you can enjoy music in one room
while someone sleeps peacefully in another.
They also protect the components from
materials, dirt, and dust that can cause
damage.
The highest end custom installation (CI)
speakers have enclosures to protect the

components, ensure consistent performance,
and limit sound transference to overcome
the main shortcomings of CI speakers. The
Totem Tribe In-Wall and Kin In-Wall series
feature the absolute best components,
and drivers designed specifically for their
enclosures to generate heavyweight bass,
lifelike clarity and a holographic soundstage.
But, they all require that you cut into your
walls or ceiling.
On-wall speakers provide a measure
of compromise and offer some clear
advantages over in-walls. While perhaps
not as inconspicuous as in-walls, they are
about as slim and shallow as a wall mounted
flat screen and come in a variety of finishes
that will cosmetically match any décor. The
wall incision need only be large enough to
accommodate the speaker wire required
to connect the amplifier, a far less painful
or invasive procedure and one that is easily
remedied by even a beginner DIY’er with
some plaster and a putty knife. Most include
brackets that require no more wall surgery
than a few drywall screws and anchors, and
are easily installed in minutes.
On-wall speakers have their own cabinets
so performance is always consistent and not
variably affected as with in-walls. They will

excel just about anywhere you want to place
them and in the case of premium models,
sound every bit as good as traditional
speakers.
The Totem Tribe series includes four on-wall
speakers and a subwoofer that all measure
less than 4” deep, are available in a variety
of beautiful finishes, and are technologically
armed to rival the performance of large tower
speakers. Artisanal cabinet construction
featuring lock mitered joints, revolutionary
Torrent woofers that require no crossover
and have magnet strength capable of lifting
a small car, and proprietary Totem formulas
to synergize all characteristics make Tribe
the unrivalled on-wall speaker option. Unlike
in-walls where the grille is almost always
installed, most Tribe owners actually leave
the grilles off because they appreciate the
unique marriage of convenience, style, and
technology.
When comparing stealth alone, in-ceilings
are better chameleons and will disappear
more thoroughly while still providing
wonderful sound.
The counterpoint
is, the overall design of on-walls will
generally provide superior convenience and
performance. Perhaps the main point to
ponder here is the perceived permanence of
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the installation.
Changing in-walls requires substantial
plaster work to accommodate new cutout
dimensions, therefore upgrading is unlikely
so consider them a permanent fixture
of your house. If the goal is installing a
system once and appreciating it as long as
possible then in-walls are the right choice,
but opt for the absolute best you can afford.
Consider that these speakers can last well
over 25 years so amortizing them over that
period means there’s a tiny cost difference
between good and great speakers. And if
this is part of a full custom renovation with
home automation, security, lighting, etc,
the audio portion only represents a small
percentage of the overall cost.
Just remember that your beloved speakers
would have to be forsaken should you
ever move because leaving gaping holes
would not be an acceptable situation for
a new buyer. Be warned that the guilt of
abandoning them is crushing.
On-wall speakers allow you to easily bring
them should you move, and require little
labor involved in concealing their previous
existence. They also have a much stronger
appeal to the audio enthusiast, who
appreciate both the superior performance

and the simplicity involved
in upgrading them. They can
be replaced or repositioned
virtually as easily as
changing a picture on a wall.
The good news is that
stealthy,
sensational
sound is easily achievable
through either approach. The
slightest edge to overall
performance and versatility
goes to on-wall speakers.
In-wall and ceiling options
are far less apparent so
they have greater appeal to
those who think speakers
should be heard rather than
seen, and prefer to install
something once and enjoy it
for the lifetime of their home.
Choose Totem and you’ll love
either option.
Created in 1987, Totem
Acoustic
is
proudly
celebrating 30 years of
crafting artisanal speakers
in Montreal, Canada. Totem’s mission
is to develop loudspeakers capable of
reproducing a truly musical and involving

performance, provide designs that are
affordable, convenient solutions, and are
real ‘soul movers’ for the music, movie, and
gaming enthusiast. Discover yours today.

I’m too experienced
for bad TV sound.

FLEX 5000

The TV listening enhancer
you can use with your own
headphones.

Optimise your TV’s sound
clarity and speech intelligibility
with the Sennheiser Flex 5000.
Discover supreme comfort and
wireless freedom. Because
once you’ve seen a bit of life,
you don’t settle for less than
the best TV audio experience.
Find out more:
sennheiser.com/ﬂex-5000

REVIEW
by Suave Kajko

Gold Note
DS-1000 DAC and Streamer

F

lorence, Italy based Gold Note produces
an impressive selection of hi-fi products
ranging from turntables to electronics and
loudspeakers. The company is renowned
for accurate sound reproduction and elegant
Italian styling. Gold Note is also known for
developing really innovative products such
as the PH-10 phono stage, which is perhaps
the most advanced upgrade you can serve to
your turntable. If you’re a regular reader of
NOVO, you’ve probably seen a few pictures
of Gold Note turntables - they are drop dead
gorgeous.
Since my introduction to Gold Note about
three years ago, I’ve had a chance to listen
to a few of the company’s turntables and hifi components. In fact, last year, I found the
Giglio turntable so irresistible that I ended up
purchasing it after writing its review, which
you can find at www.novo.press/gold-notegiglio-turntable-review. The Giglio now sits
proudly atop the audio stack in my reference
system and its luxurious appearance prompt
a conversation with just about every guest,
even those not quite as passionate about
audio as myself. With a price of $5,000
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US, the Giglio (wood finish) may not be
for everyone, but the great thing about
Gold Note is that it offers a range of five
turntables suitable for just about everyone’s
budget - from the $850 US Valore 425 Lite
all the way to the $6,050 US Mediterraneo
(wood finish).
DESIGN & FEATURES

Gold Note’s electronics and loudspeakers
on the other hand, are aimed at consumers
with slightly deeper pockets. The subject of
this review is the Gold Note DS-1000 DAC
(digital-to-analog converter) / Streamer,
priced at $5,000 US, designed to deliver true
audiophile sound from digital music sources.
Housed in a large rectangular aluminium box,
the DS-1000 has the dimensions of Gold
Note’s other full-sized components, like
their preamps and amps. It comes available
in a brushed black or silver finish. The top
plate is adorned with a carved Gold Note
logo, while the front plate is outfitted with a
3.5-inch color display. Overall, the DS-1000
is a very attractive looking component, with
a top-notch build quality.

However, it’s under the hood where things
get even more interesting. The DS-1000 is
a highly advanced DAC and music streamer.
Its DAC functionality allows it to decode PCM
audio files up to 24/192 and DSD files up to
DSD256. As a network player it is capable of
streaming music from online services such
as TIDAL and QOBUZ, your home network,
internet radio and playback from USB flash
drives and hard drives. The DS-1000 is
built on Gold Note’s modular design, which
allow its functionality and performance to
be upgraded. Optional upgrades include: an
internal preamp stage card (equipped with
a high-end PGA single resistor dual-mono
volume control), analog balanced stereo
inputs, and for the ultimate performance,
two different external balanced Class A tube
output stages can be ordered.
The rear panel of the DS-1000 offers all
the connections you would expect from a
component in this class. Its digital inputs
include coax, optical and asynchronous USB.
Two additional USB inputs are located on the
front panel. Output on the other hand include
balanced XLR and unbalanced RCA. The DSNOVO 35
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1000 is happy to connect to your home
network via a wired or wireless connection,
and can be controlled with the single control
knob on its front panel, the provided remote
or an iOS/Android app. Rather than repeating
all the technical details from the Gold Note
website, I invite you to check out www.
goldnote.it for the deeper details. Instead,
let’s talk about functionality and music.
PERFORMANCE

I tested the DS-1000 in two different
systems: one with a ModWright Instruments
LS 100 preamp and KWA 100 amp; and the
other with a Jeff Rowland Continuum S2
integrated amp. I also tried it with Gold
Note’s excellent sounding P-1000 preamp
(review coming soon). I also used two pairs
of speakers for my tests: the highly musical
Totem Acoustic Signature One speakers as
well as my prized Raidho C 1.1 speakers.
During my listening tests, I streamed
music from my
home network
and connected a
solid state hard
drive, loaded with
high-res and DSD
music, directly to
the DS-1000.
I preferred
controlling music
playback
with
the Gold Note app,
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rather than the remote or the front panel
control knob (both of these worked well,
but seemed rather cumbersome compared
to the app). The Gold Note app offers a
clean, easy to navigate interface that was a
pleasure to use and worked flawlessly. I’ve
encountered many other high-end streamers
were the native app left a lot to be desired,
but luckily that was not the case here. The
DS-1000 is also compatible with 3rd-party
apps control/streaming apps which will give
it some additional features.
I’ll never forget the day I integrated a
higher-end external DAC into my system,
it was an experience that forever changed
the way I enjoy music. A high performance
DAC can take a digital music system from
sounding great to outstanding, in just about
every regard. Since the DS-1000 is a twoin-one DAC / streamer, I tested both its
functions in tandem.
I started my listening session by serving

up music from a solid state hard drive
loaded with high-res and DSD music files,
connected to the DS-1000’s USB port. I
place a lot of value on a system’s ability to
produce a well defined soundstage because
it’s one of the factors that can make
recorded music sound life-like. I’m happy to
report that when listening to well recorded
acoustic tracks and classical pieces, the DS1000 was capable of painting a massively
expansive soundstage. The soundstage
stretched well beyond the walls of my room,
in width, depth and even height at times.
Vocals and instruments were positioned
with remarkable precision within this sonic
image. All of these improvements were not
surprising however from a component at
this price point, but the DS-1000 turned out
to be capable of so much more.
When you listen to a DAC of this caliber,
you realize how much more performance a
high-end DAC can breathe into a system.
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The DS-1000 was able to render not just
a three dimensional soundstage, but a
virtually holographic soundstage. One of
the reasons for this is that it’s capable of
reproducing the air around instruments
and artists, just as you would hear in a real
life performance. This meant that I could
clearly distinguish individual instruments
in a band or orchestra, in the most complex
recordings, rather than simply hear a blend
of the layers - something you would expect
from a lesser DAC.
Additional great strengths of the DS-1000
were detail retrieval and transparency. This
DAC extracted every ounce of inner resolution
from instruments and artists contained in
the recordings. It allowed me to tune into
the finest details in the voices, making them
sound palpable. Likewise, string, wind and
percussion instruments allowed me to peer
deeper into their textures, offering a near
real life instrument experience. The attack
of percussion instruments like the cymbals
was lightning fast and the decay was natural.
The mid-bass and bass notes played with
great definition and tightness, and never
displayed any excessive bloom. The DS-
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1000 played every album, from acoustic to
rock to classical, with a remarkable clarity.
During my tests, I also listened to hundreds
of CD quality tracks streamed from my
home network via a wireless connection.
The results here were equally impressive.
Every song I played through the DS-1000
benefitted from an improved soundstage
and increased musical details. Not once did
I detect any of the digital harshness that
lesser quality or older DACs produce. The
wireless connection was also rock solid, it
didn’t fail me a single time.
What does all of this amount to? Listening
to music through the Gold Note DS-1000 DAC
/ streamer produced an highly immersive and
mostly importantly musical experience. On
many occasions, it captured my attention
and got me lost in the music for hours at
a time. The DS-1000 is a remarkably great
sounding DAC / streamer that is definitely
worth your time to audition. Do even better
DACs exist? Of course they do. When it
comes to high-end audio, the sky is the
limit. However, you’ll be happy to know that
a DAC like the Gold Note DS-1000 will give
you more than 90 percent of what the very

best, most expensive DACs are capable of,
at a fraction of the price. At $5,000 US, the
DS-1000 is simply the best sounding and
best equipped high-end DAC / streamer that
I’ve had the pleasure of auditioning. It also
offers one of the best graphic interfaces on
its front panel and in the Gold Note app, both
very important factors in a streamer. And if
you’re willing to spend a little extra for some
of the optional upgrades you can achieve
even more flexibility and performance gains.
Very well done Gold Note.
Gold Note
www.goldnote.it
Distributed in Canada by
Tri-cell Enterprises
www.tricellenterprises.com
1-800-263-8151
(905) 265-7870
Gold Note DS-1000 DAC and
Music Streamer
Price: $5,000 US (additional upgrades
extra)
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REVIEW
by Glen Wagenknecht

Skogrand
Rachmaninov Interconnects and Speaker Cables

W

hen asked why his cables are so expensive, designer, Knut Skogrand’s
response was simple, “I sell performance.”
And setting aside all the technical jargon,
meticulous measurements, and painstaking craftsmenship, it really does boil down
to that.

DESIGN & FEATURES

Skogrand Cables’ top end Stravinsky product
commands a daunting $27,000 US and is
acknowledged among the finest in the world.
The Rachmaninov cables being reviewed
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here are attractively priced at 10 times less
than that pinnacle product. They are aimed
at the serious audiophile who wants a good
portion of what the best has to offer at a
more affordable cost.
Most people would not regard an audio
cable that costs $2,625 US per 2.5 m pair
as a “high value” purchase, but like any other
pursuit of passion, better quality doesn’t
come easy or cheap. Ask anyone with a
luxury performance car, or a top end camera.
A real bargain isn’t about the lowest price.
It’s about the highest value.

Skogrand Cables are designed and
manufactured by a small group of talented
craftsmen in the picturesque mountain hills
of Norway and priced to appeal to the mid to
upper echelons of audio enthusiasts. Started
in 2011, their current stable of offerings
now encompasses a broad range of analog
interconnects, speaker cables, power cords,
jumpers, as well as digital interconnects.
Skogrand builds all their cables from the
bare wires to completion. The metals are
custom manufactured around the globe, and
components are sourced from 37 countries
www.novo.press
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on four continents with connectors custom
built to their specs. Skogrand Cables utilizes
a hybrid sales model of dedicated dealers as
well as direct sales in the absence of dealer
availability.
So what does the Rachmaninov series
have to offer? These cables sit one tier
above the entry level Vivaldi line in price,
and constitute the sole divergent design
in the company’s stable. Up to this point,
all Skogrand cables have utilized single
crystal, high purity copper, in combination
with an air dielectric approach. That design
philosophy has achieved stellar results and
worldwide acclaim. The Rachmaninov cable
loom goes a very different route. Instead of
continuous cast copper, it employs a multistranded copper/silver alloy constructed to
afford the advantages of high conductivity
without compromising the fundamental
tonal balance of Skogrand’s other designs.
Undertaken to satisfy market demand, the
line required a full two and a half years of
painstaking research and development
to meet Knut Skogrand’s own strict
standards. For the technically curious, the
SC Rachmaninov speakers cables offer 2 x
12 AWG signal wires, and the interconnects
employ 2 x 24 AWG wires. The air dielectric
found in Skogrand’s other cable series was
dropped in favor of Teflon for this design.
Mr. Skogrand stipulates that while the
Rachmaninov can’t quite reach the abilities
of his top flight efforts, it’s performance is
impressive enough to confidently bear the
Skogrand logo. So, not lesser ability, merely
less absolute ability.
Cosmetically, the cables keep the upscale,
appearance of the higher lines, with an
www.novo.press

understated, elegant red on black silk
brocade, in this iteration protected by a clear
sheath. Connectors on the review samples
were Rhodium plated, locking barrel RCAs
for the ICs and extremely high quality gold
plated spades for the speaker cables. Other
terminations are available. The cables are
exceedingly well made but also quite stiff, so
gentle curves, not abrupt angles are required.
Be prepared to allow room to maneuver.
PERFORMANCE

The big question, of course is what did
they sound like? To be more accurate, in the
context of a cable as a pure signal conduit,
were they honest? I listened to a wide
variety of music from Tidal streaming and
high resolution files on my music server with
excellent results. The cables were tested
with two different amplifiers affording a
suitably broad range of voicing to challenge
if they would reveal the changes without
adding their own character.
In their ability to faithfully reproduce the
timbre and complexity of live, acoustical
instruments, the Rachmaninov trod the
absolute high ground. With many cables,
you may marvel at the speed and talent of a
Spanish guitarist as the strings light the air
afire. But where is the wooden instrument?
Often lost. Here the instrument stayed
whole, finger attacks, string materials,
wooden body, all identifiable, all reproduced
with authenticity. All other orchestral
instruments and voices followed suit, from
the upper register to the lower end of the
scale, portrayed with uncommon accuracy
of natural texture. Mr. Knut Skogrand brings
his experience as an accomplished musician

to the table in setting the performance
requirements of the Skogrand Cables, and
his ears are uncompromisingly astute.
How did the Rachmaninov fulfill the other
audiophile niceties? Handling of proportion,
placement, differentiation of individual
instruments, and venue information were
all done exceedingly well. To simplify the
technical artistry involved in achieving
that, it is as the comedian once said, all in
the timing, and the timing here was up to
Swiss watch precision. Detail? Dynamics?
Fine detail was impeccably preserved at
all frequencies, with full bodied attack and
lovely decay, showcasing a good gradation
of scale that mirrored what the recording
had to offer. Low distortion and low noise
were expected from the SC cables, and
they didn’t disappoint, allowing deep insight
into low level information. Married with
timbre accuracy, these traits amalgamated
to convincingly portray realistic three
dimensional instruments in a real acoustic
environment. The overall presentation
resided in very lofty territory, even by
absolute standards, and certainly exceeded
most of the state of the art contenders of
time gone by.
The Rachmaninov cables offer a remarkable
level of performance that should be on every
serious audiophile’s short list to check out.
While obviously not inexpensive by any
traditional definition, the Rachmaninov will
still constitute a bargain in the right setting.
The cables have the potential to shine with
mid to high level systems that don’t have
the insatiable power demands of some high
ticket components. Less absolute ability,
not lesser ability comes into play with a
vengeance here in favor of the audiophile
with the right system match. While Mr.
Skogrand contends there are shortcomings
with the capabilities of the Rachmaninov
against his loftiest efforts, even the most
jaded of listeners may find themselves too
busy enjoying their virtues to seek out those
faults. Ultimately, that is the definition of a
true high value product.
Skogrand Cables
www.skograndcables.com
Skogrand Rachmaninov Interconnects
Price: $2,625 US/2.5m pair
Skogrand Rachmaninov Speaker
Cables
Price: $2,625 US/2.5m pair
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REVIEW
by Glen Wagenknecht

JBL
4312 SE 70th Anniversary Monitor Speakers

A

nyone who knows audio, knows JBL.
The internet generation will tell you
about JBL’s high quality computer and portable audio products. Hardcore audiophiles
will speak of their JBL Synthesis wish lists,
and old-timers will whisper the names Paragon and Aquarius with misty eyed reverence.
Any studio pro will automatically give you a
big smile and a thumbs up. That’s the benefit of legendary status backed by a long history of engineering milestones.
JBL is one of the very few audio companies
that can trace its roots back over a century.
Engineering pioneer James B. Lansing, born
in 1902, made numerous collaborative
efforts with several well known firms before
launching the company which bears his
initials in 1946. JBL established itself as
a dominant force and de facto standard in
the American professional market in both
sound reinforcement and studio reference
loudspeakers for decades. At Woodstock
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it was JBL that provided the sonic magic
for the crowds, and in the studio the JBL
4310 and 4311 control monitors dominated
the recording landscape in the 70s and
80s, serving as reference for many beloved
recordings. If there was a critical decision
to be made, the JBL output was accepted
as gospel.
DESIGN & FEATURES

The new 4312 SE 70th Anniversary Monitor
is an homage to those professional studio
monitors of bygone days, emulating the
looks of its predecessors while maintaining
their stringent requirements of accuracy.
The SE is an extensively upgraded variation
of the current 4312 series, weighing in 16
pounds heavier than the standard E version,
completely re-voiced with a different woofer
and crossover compliment. It takes full
advantage of parent company, Harman
International‘s extensive state of the art

facility in Northern California to push the
4312 series to a loftier level. The Special
Edition comes clothed in classic black wood
grain finish, sporting a front panel 70th
Anniversary badge and has a removable black
grill cloth. Befitting their higher grade status,
each pair of speakers is shipped as a perfect
matched pair, accompanied by a certificate,
bearing sequential serial numbers, and
signed by JBL Synthesis/Studio monitor
lead engineer Chris Hagen, and the individual
assembly technician who produced them.
These 70th anniversary edition speakers
have been given the full luxury treatment
and their introduction affords the general
public a rare opportunity to enjoy the best of
the classics that previously only graced the
ears of professional engineers.
For the techie, here’s a quick paraphrase of
the information available on the JBL website:
the speakers are a 3-way front ported bass
reflex design. The woofer is a 12 inch Aquawww.novo.press
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Plas-coated Pure Pulp cone, the mid is a
5-inch Polymer-coated Pure Pulp cone, and
the tweeter is a 1-inch Magnesium/Aluminum
Alloy dome tweeter with a waveguide.
Frequency response is conservatively listed
as 44 Hz - 40 kHz (-6 dB), indicating that
the emphasis here is on bass control rather
than ultimate extension. Sensitivity is 90
dB with a nominal impedance of 6 ohms and
recommended amplification is 10 to 200
watts, so they should be relatively easy to
drive and capable of robust output. Retained
from its distinguished studio predecessors,
the front panel includes midrange and treble
attenuators to allow a bit of tailoring for
critical room matching.
Those associating the term monitor with
compact dimensions will find the 23-1/2”
x 14-1/4” x 12” size and 55.5 lb weight
more in the realm of floor-stander territory,
so be prepared to bring sufficient muscle
or help to unbox and maneuver them into
position. These speakers will also require
either traditional stand mount, or alternative
support, to optimize in either a vertical
or horizontal placement, as the situation
requires.
PERFORMANCE

After setting up the 4312 SEs, I selected
components that would give an eclectic
blend of finesse and muscular accuracy. The
system was comprised of the 300b based
Audio Space tube preamp, and a svelte
little 250 watt/channel Canadian Audio
Zone class D amplifier. To ensure that the
JBLs were behaving up to potential, the
Isoacoustic speaker isolation mounts did
duty on Charisma speaker stands. Musical
selection was from the Wyred Music server
and Tidal streaming service.
The in-room frequency response of the
JBL measured remarkably flat, befitting its

professional heritage, and delivered bass
extension down into the mid 30s with gusto.
Highs were clean and detailed, without
being exaggerated. Overall tonal balance
fell on the studio neutral side of the ledger,
neither adding or subtracting warmth, but
able to truthfully translate those points of
character with sufficiently high resolving
power to identify changes in ancillary
equipment and signal quality. The increased
information available on high resolution
88/24 recordings like “Bach: Brandenburg
Concertos” by Richard Egarr was easily
apparent, and going back and forth between
pop versus acoustical versions of more
modern fare, like “Up We Go” by Canadian
artist Lights, clearly showed the scope of
engineering and performance decisions
needed to accomplish the very different
interpretations.
The 4312 SE was easy to drive, showing the
benefits of higher efficiency, and remained
broadband clean and quick on its feet, holding
consistent tonal and dynamic character over
a wide volume range. It remained informative
and musical at low listening levels, and
played with uncompressed dynamic fervor at
quite high volume. In short, it behaved like a
high quality studio control monitor.
The driver matching was accomplished with
elegance. Multi way speaker designs often
rely on distance to blend disparate driver
characters into a cohesive whole. The better
ones attempt to match driver character
straight off the baffle by careful choice of
materials, dynamic behavior and radiation
patterns, emulating the best ideals of a
single wideband transducer, while adding
the advantages of better extended range,
and dynamics. The JBL is one of the better
ones in that regard.
Reproduction of spatial dimensions showed
good left to right spread and good rendition

of depth. The huge soundstage recorded
on the track “the Dancers” from the album
Ballroom Ghosts by Jim Copperthwaite
was absolutely haunting, and delicately
rendered. The performance perspective of
the JBL speaker was in keeping with its
studio roots, being somewhat forward in
character. Listeners anticipating only near
field aptitude, will be pleasantly surprised
to find that the speakers demonstrated a
generous tolerance of seating position, from
near field to farfield usage, as well as proving
fairly forgiving of listening height. The 4312
SEs’ lineage was designed to stay accurate
in a broad spectrum of environments, and
that parameter played out to form here.
They could achieve excellent results over
a wide range of placement and seating
arrangements.
Bottom line? The JBL 4312 SE 70th
Anniversary Monitors may play the nostalgia
card with their vintage appearance, but they
serve up top modern ability in the performance
department. With reasonable attention to
set up, they can flex musical might with
relatively modest power requirements, (but
will benefit from superior quality, of course),
and their sonic presentation manages to
be truthful without being ruthless, inviting
exploration of a wider musical catalog, and
guaranteeing their status as enjoyable, long
term companions.
On a personal note, this review afforded a
delightful romp down memory lane. I spent
many decades seated at the master console,
entrusting the quality of my audio signal to a
pair of JBL studio monitors. They ran faithfully
in a punishing 24/7 work environment where
failure was never an option. To my knowledge,
they’re still making music. If these 4312 SE
Anniversary speakers remain true to their
JBL heritage, they will be delivering honest
musical satisfaction for many generations
to come. It’s comforting to know you can rely
on the proven classics.
JBL
www.jbl.com
(800) 336-4525
Distributed in Canada by
Erikson Consumer
www.eriksonconsumer.com
(514) 457-6674
JBL 4312 SE 70th Anniversary
Monitor Speakers
Price: $3,300 CDN
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